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ISSUE
This is an update to Board of Directors' request to review the existing structure and
process for the Call for Projects and provide recommendations for improvements.
DISCUSSION
In October 2014, the LA Metro Board of Directors adopted the motion (Attachment A),
which directed staff to:
A) Revise and improve future Call for Projects past the 2015 Call and incorporate

an evaluation of this process into the LRTP-update and ballot exploration
process with the stakeholding COGS and subregions; and
B) Return to this Board in February, 2015 with the examination and

recommendations on the possibility of converti ng the Call for Projects Process
into a new subregional, multi-modal subvention formula program as previously
described above.
In response to the Board directive, staff has done several different analyses and
assessments :
1) Undertook a review and survey that was reported to the Board in June 2015;

referenced in part further below in this memo.

2) Under the direction of the new Chief Planning Officer, discussed conceptually a

different approach that would entail a process based on shared decision making
between Metro and its CFP participating stakeholders. In essence this approach
would:
a) Establish a "shared decision making" structure that is built, importantly, on
shared accountability:
- Adherence to federal rules and regulations, while creatively working within
them.
- Accountability to the tax payer in terms of timely use of funds-delivering
projects, not banking dollars.
Sufficient technical capacity at the local jurisdictional level to make
informed decisions.
b) Major objectives to this (or any) new approach would be to:
- Accommodate Countywide system needs and local community scaled
needs -vested at an equivalent decision making level
Better manage the diversity of funding sources-e.g. more complex or
restrictive dollars can be concentrated at a Metro level, while simpler,
more flexible funding sources can be concentrated at the local level.
Center fiduciary responsibility for federal and state funding with Metro, to
ensure administrative and reporting requirements are met.
Leverage a reformed CFP program alongside other Metro funding
opportunities and responsibilities.
Not surprisingly, initial feedback to re-thinking the CFP has been mixed, as is common
with any suggested major procedural change. However, staff has reached three major
conclusions based on these efforts, relevant to responding to the Board Motion.
1. First, the Call for Projects does warrant a comprehensive "relook and refresh".
a. There has not been a comprehensive "top to bottom" review of the basic
process since it was established in the early 1990s. We need to ask the
basic question: How does the CFP complement and align with the other
major funding activities of LA Metro?"

b.

rd

This is particularly timely given the Board's adoption on June 23 of the
proposed ballot measure ordinance and expenditure plan-and the
pending vote of the County electorate in November 2016. While the
October 2014 Board motion itself offered a potential new CFP model
based on a subprogram from Measure R-- seeking predominately to shift
the CFP to a subregional formula-- several prerequisites mandate a more
comprehensive review, including the consistent, unchanged federal
planning requirement that certain federal funding dollars cannot be simply
subvened by formula.
That said, there are creative, performance based, evaluative approaches
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that can be implemented within federal procedures where both the Metro
and local jurisdictions would share decision making on project priorities
and selection. We are mindful too, of the October 2014 Motion's amended
provision requiring an assessment of the Gall's strengths and weaknesses
among all potential vested stakeholders-whether or not they have
participated in the Call itself. Staffs initial approach to doing so via a
survey-reported to the Board in June 2015-did not produce a sample of
responses sufficiently large enough to proceed in any direction one way or
the other.
c. Further, a motion attached to the June 2015 Board report (Attachment B)
instructed staff, in part, "to continue addressing the use of subregional
project allocations through a process that meets state and federal
mandates. Build upon the transportation mobility matrix process
underway for the LRTP update."
2. Second, what has irrefutably changed is that notwithstanding the vote outcome
on the proposed measure, the Long Range Transportation Plan update
slated for 2017 will establish the foundation upon which the CFP and all
Metro funding responsibilities must be aligned. Any review of the CFP must
be done in the larger context of Metro's entire funding portfolio, if it is to be
relevant, and truly reflect the entirety of objectives this Board desires the Call to
achieve.
3. Third, it make little sense to pursue a substantive discussion of re-evaluating and
potentially restructuring the CFP process if there is no meaningful revenue to
program under such a revision.
a. The latest CFP programmed funding through FY 2021. These
commitments must be honored-and will be with available revenues
going forward.
b. However, the outlook of funding availability for future programming is far
from clear. It is duly noted that the proposed ballot measure's
Expenditure Plan includes major assumptions that leverage projected new
sales tax revenue against other local, state and federal fund sources that
have been traditionally tapped for the CFP. In addition, there have been
several recent Board Motions outside of the Measure development
process that could well rely on the very same funds to implement these
motions as conceived.
The Long Range Plan update is the forum within which these multiple commitments
and/or proposals for local, state and federal fund sources will be reconciled. Note that
such reconciliations will almost certainly require tradeoffs. The participation of our
partners will be essential for the LRTP generally, and the Plan's financial plan
particularly, to identify these tradeoffs, and establish a base for Metro staff to bring to
the Board for its consideration and decision-including the future direction of the CFP.
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NEXT STEPS

Therefore, staff believes the most prudent course of action is to suspend any future Call
for Project programming until the LRP process is completed. We reiterate again that
the current CFP commitments extend through FY 2021, allowing sufficient time for the
LRTP process to proceed at a thoughtful, productive pace. Staff is preparing a
strategic approach to the LRTP, which will be presented to the Board in the near future.
We will be prepared to make an oral presentation of this proposal at the August 17,
2016 Planning Committee, to seek its endorsement for moving forward with the strategy
as outlined, or modified per Committee direction.
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